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This document chronicles Mitra's recollection of the history of Moving Worlds, as it evolved into
VRML2.0 and now the ISO standard VRML 97, it collects together an archive of some of the
documents, and earlier versions of proposals, and may be of interest to anyone interested in
the evolution of a standard.

The most important thing that I suggest noting from this chronology, is how both giving and
receiving criticism led to proposals being revised to incorporate the criticism, and eventually
the proposals being merged into what has become a widely accepted standard.

Of course, history always has several versions - I'll be happy to incorporate, or link to,
comments or recollections that any other participant has about the process, especially if they
differ from my own perspective. Chris Marrin (then at SGI) published an article on the history
in WebSmith in November '96. Rodger Lea (at Sony) has a more descriptive
version
of the process.

I'd appreciate copies of any of the papers I'm missing - especially the early SDSC, Sony, SGI
and Microsoft proposals, and critiques by those people of each other, and my proposals.
Please send them to me, Mitra , at mitra at mitra.biz . Contacts for other key people in the
process are at the
bottom .
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The only version of the final VRML95 document I can find is in Postscript,
version around I would appreciate it. Here

and some cosm
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Contact Info for authors and others....

- Mitra Internet Consulting
-

Mitra, now doing business consulting and development for Sustainability Businesses

mitra@mitra.biz http://www.mitra.biz/blog, or http://www.naturalinnovation.org

- Sony
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- Yasuaki Honda, working on home networking and IEEE1394 from product
implentation and technical research level. honda@arch.sony.co.jp
- Kouichi Matsuda (Kou1 Ma2da), working on Community Place, development

of

shared 3D environments, matsuda@arch.sony.co.jp, http://www.so-net.ne.jp/paw
- Rodger Lee, now heading up the operating systems lab for Sony,
rodger@arch.sel.sony.com

- Silicon Graphics
- Gavin Bell - gavin@acm.org
- Rikk Carey - rikk@best.com
- Chris Marin now consulting to Sony, chris@marrin.com
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